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Chapter 1 - Pre-existence of Christ
any have written about pre-existence especially in 
connection to Yahushua to confirm His being God 
incarnate and relate how special for humanity was 

His role for incarnating into flesh form. Those that have 
covered this topic usually do so from a strictly canonical 
perspective utilizing references which are centered solely 
upon the Old and New Testament in explaining the 
association between the Son and the Father and how the two 
are One. I will however reference many texts that many 
people have never heard about nor chanced to have read, in 
order to elaborate upon the foundation of the biblical canon, 
and confer information detailing preexistence so that the 
reader can understand that not only is this topic canonical 
but that it is indeed sourced in a myriad of other places and 
passages not usually connected to this revelation. 
The pre-existence of Christ has been an area of speculation 
since even before His celebrated and memorialized 
resurrection and ascension into heaven. No other person has 
had more written about His life and what He did while in 
the flesh than our Savior Messiah. Many individuals over 
the course of hundreds, even thousands of years have 
dedicated themselves to understanding who Christ was and 
why it was that He came into the flesh. Many wonder was 
He just a man like us or was there something uniquely 
special about Him that allowed Him to live a sinless life and 
reveal the secrets of heaven while physically present within 
the flesh. Did He have a similar childhood and evolution to 
manhood as all other children?, or did He even young, 
embody God incarnate? Was He able to perform miracles 
even as a babe and if so what was His childhood like? Why 
does the canon not include reference to His early life and 
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why are only the last years of His life shared in the 
canonized gospel?
Ever since His walk upon the earth countless individuals 
have dedicated large portions of their time delving into all 
aspects of His prophetic coming, birth, life, death, and 
resurrection to try to confirm or disparage what was unique 
about His character, and why He was referenced as being 
the only begotten Son of God.
For those interested in learning more about Christ’s 
childhood and whether He and those around Him knew that 
He was God incarnate even at a young age, I would 
recommend one read with discernment the Forgotten Books 
of Eden, part of the Forbidden Books of the Bible series 
which contains within them, the Protoevangelium of James, 
a collection of infancy gospels connected to the early life of 
Christ. They are said to date back to 145 A. D. and are 
attributed to James, the half-brother of Yahushua, a son of 
Joseph from a previous marriage.
The stories begin with the life of Mary detailing why she as 
a 14-year-old virgin was chosen betrothed to Joseph an 
elderly widowed man chosen by the Most High to be her 
guardian. They also contain early accounts of Christ’s 
infancy detailing stories of how Mary used His bathwater 
and baby blanket to heal the children of other mothers from 
sickness or disease. Other stories portray a young Yahushua 
performing miracles during the early years of His life which 
in my mind clearly shows that He and the Father were one 
and how He held authority as Yahuwah incarnate even as a 
baby and young child. If you are like me and want to know 
everything one can learn about Christ’s life including His 
childhood which is largely left out of the official canon, one 
must study the extra-biblical texts to detail such accounting. 
If one first establishes a solid Biblical foundation based 
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upon the current King James Bible, then the extra-biblical 
texts will provide additional insight and you will be able to 
discern what is valid or embellishment.
In discussing Christ’s preexistence my hope is to confirm to 
the reader how He not only had prior embodiment before 
coming into the flesh but that as the Son of God and Word 
of the Father, was the One that spoke or sang the universes 
(one verse) into being and that He and the Father were one 
even before His flesh embodiment/incarnation. I think it 
important to search out insight everywhere one can so that 
in piecing together all of the passages which speak about 
the fullness of His being, one can come to a clear 
understanding as to what made Christ so special and 
uniquely different from all other created and incarnated 
spirits. Know that I only include in my books information 
and wisdom which compliments and never contradicts a 
correct understanding of the Holy Bible as we have it today.

In that hour was this Son of man invoked before the 
Lord of spirits, and his name in the presence of the 
Ancient of days. Before the sun and the signs were 
created, before the stars of heaven were formed, his 
name was invoked in the presence of the Lord of 
spirits. A support shall he be for the righteous and the 
holy to lean upon, without falling; and he shall be the 
light of nations. He shall be the hope of those whose 
hearts are troubled. All, who dwell on earth, shall fall 
down and worship before him; shall bless and glorify 
him, and sing praises to the name of the Lord of 
spirits.
Therefore the Elect and the Concealed One existed in 
his presence, before the world was created, and for 
ever. In his presence he existed, and has revealed to 
the saints and to the righteous the wisdom of the Lord 
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of spirits; for he has preserved the lot of the 
righteous, because they have hated and rejected this 
world of iniquity, and have detested all its works and 
ways, in the name of the Lord of spirits. For in his 
name shall they be preserved; and his will shall be 
their life. In those days shall the kings of the earth 
and the mighty men, who have gained the world by 
their achievements, become humble in countenance. 
For in the day of their anxiety and trouble their souls 
shall not be saved; and they shall be in subjection to 
those whom I have chosen.
The Book of Enoch, 48:2-8, Dead Sea Scrolls

It’s my opinion that in using the Old and New Testament, as 
a foundation of truth, and studying all of the other texts 
available including apocryphal, pseudepigraphal, Dead Sea, 
Nag Hammadi, and other extra biblical sources, that one 
can piece together the fullness of who Christ, is, was, and 
forever will be as the Alpha Omega and beginning/ending 
of all things. I will draw from many texts to expound upon 
Christ and some of the concepts I will be covering within 
the scope of this book especially predestination and 
preexistence.
For those that are new to these concepts, it is not necessary 
to go outside of the accepted canon in confirming what I 
will present here but that if one does, one can find 
verification of it from multitudinous other sources and as I 
have stated many times in my previous work, I do not hold 
the gnostic or extra biblical books as canon or nearly of 
equal standing to the word of God as laid out especially in 
the King James Version of the bible, which is the one I will 
be quoting from. Nor do I believe everything stated within 
other texts especially when they contradict the KJV.
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I would also add that it does not matter whether one agrees 
or disagrees with my thesis on predestination and pre-
existence as it has no bearing upon salvation whether one 
thinks one way or the other about what I will be writing 
about here. Even if you disagree with this premise or others 
I will be referencing, it is my hope that as followers of 
Christ that we need not argue harmfully or fierce fully 
condemn one another for differing points of view if one 
should hold a contrasting perspective on the interpretation 
of certain scripture. Should someone see things differently, 
in the least we should honor each other as family in the 
fellowship of Christ and simply agree to disagree if 
necessary.
In my years of study I deduce, that what made Christ 
uniquely different from all of the angels created in heaven 
and other people born into the flesh world over the many 
epochs spanning the course of time, is that He was not one 
that was created but as the Word is the embodiment of 
Yahuwah the Father and that together as John cited They 
were the ones that created all of the other things of creation. 
Together They were the singularity and unified force from 
which all other things owe their existence. They are the 
energy, consciousness, force, and light which pervades all 
things invisible and visible, imperishable and perishable, 
immortal and mortal. Yahushua is the hosted aspect of the 
unseen Father, and together They are the Creator that is, 
has, and forever will be. God the Father is Spirit, is Light is 
Life. Yahushua is the only begotten Son, that was with the 
Father before all other things were brought into form as 
separate individualized entities. They as source, are the 
spirit from which all other things were brought into being. 
All other things including the angels were conceived and 
manifest from the intent and focus of Christ who as the 
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Word uttered or sang the universe into being as vibration 
and frequency. They are the force that masterminded the 
grand experiment of the great mystery in unfolding of all 
things to being. All aspects of creation are contained in 
Their essence and without Them nothing could truly exist. 
Together we comprise the consciousness that is the Giant 
Family.
Much has been written about the mystification of Christ 
especially in association to His having come into the flesh; 
however most in presenting the story were not aware of key 
texts which may broaden the understanding of Christ’s 
preexistence and predestiny. With the advent of the internet 
we as last generation have access to ancient texts most are 
not familiar with. I believe that as it says in scripture the 
spirit is being poured out on our generation and that many 
texts which have never been heard of or seen before by 
many are being brought to light so that those that are truly 
seeking the kingdom may have access to them so that we 
can gain with their help, insight into the fullness of the story 
which clarifies the special character of Yahushua as our 
Lord and King. For those that are not offended by my 
emphasis and inclusion of so many texts which are 
overlooked and little delved into, I feel certain that many of 
the extra-biblical texts can assist in clarifying certain 
esoteric passages within the canon that are connected to the 
topics of predestination, preexistence, and pre-election.
Of course many will demonize me for simply quoting from 
some of these texts as there are many who feel especially 
certain that no one should look outside of the canon for 
information about things that may not be within it. Many do 
not even realize that the original canon contained 80 books 
and not 66. There are also many individuals and groups 
which differ on varying aspects of theology that will 
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criticize others when contesting which version of the 
canonized edition one should use for study, thus the many 
denominations scattered worldwide; however even with 
such differences I feel strongly that as a body of Christ, we 
should still honor one another and respect each other for 
varying perspectives as the commandments instruct us to 
do. Nobody has all of the answers nor has anyone pieced 
together the puzzle of truth in such way that everyone will 
agree wholeheartedly with them and so I believe that we 
should in the least respect each other for where one may be 
in coming to discernment on these and other revelations. I 
feel we should address each other not in a spirit of division 
but with a spirit of charity.

Then said the Jews unto him, Thou art not yet fifty 
years old, and hast thou seen Abraham? Jesus said 
unto them, verily, verily, I say unto you, Before 
Abraham was, I am. Then took they up stones to cast 
at him: but Jesus hid himself, and went out of the 
temple, going through the midst of them, and so 
passed by.
John 8:57-59, KJV

The issue of Christ’s pre-existence though contained within 
the canon is not well-known nor debated as topic by most 
pastors, preachers, ministers, and students of mainstream 
Christianity. Many of my listeners ask me why such topics 
as Cain being the first born of the wicked one or the sons of 
God mating with the daughters of humanity to produce the 
giants known as men of renown, are taboo subjects which 
many churches and church leaders, consign to the realm of 
make believe? Why won’t authorities on the word, whom 
others look to for answer on such cryptic issues, comment 
on such inquiries in all seriousness rather than just regard 
such ‘mythology’ as unsuitable for discussion especially if 
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such concepts are found in the canon of the word? I can 
understand how mainstream church leaders especially if 
they have never delved into such issues in a serious way, 
can gloss over such topics as they do not consider them as 
relevant nor connected in any way to modern day life and 
living, but even some of whom I consider the greatest 
minds in the world, will not expound upon them in any 
meaningful way. Like the seed line of Cain and presence of 
the fallen angels and giants, predestination and preexistence 
are another one of those topics relegated fantasy by most 
churches and pastors.
I personally have asked many of what I consider the leading 
minds in the world when it comes to commentary on 
esoteric subject matter especially those contained within the 
word whether they believe that we have preexisted and 
most when asked, claim that there is no such reference 
within the bible. Some of these individuals are the most 
well read and well-studied individuals in the genre of 
esoteria with huge followings of also well researched 
listeners and students, yet when it comes to the issue I am 
writing about here they act like I am reading into the text.
Pre-existence, predestination, and pre-election are topics 
which even though written about thousands of years prior 
by the apostles and disciples of Christ, they are not usually 
discussed openly among church congregations, nor are they 
topics which are examined thoroughly by established 
seminaries and church authorities worldwide. Like the 
lineage of Cain and the connections to the fallen angels and 
giants, most know little about this particular issue, and yet 
it’s my opinion that this topic is of utmost importance to the 
followers of Yahushua as it validates John 1 in its 
ramifications of Christ having been with the Father before 
even the foundations of this world had been laid. This 


